New On Video & DVD
The Odd Couple Centennial Collection After being thrown out of his home and marriage, fastidious
Felix decides the only thing for him to do is to move in with his best friend, Oscar Madison, a divorced
man living alone in an upper eastside apartment. Oscar is a total slob, with week old sandwiches under
his pillows, while Felix is a compulsive cleaner, constantly vacuuming, dusting and polishing. The
question is: Can these men live together with out killing each other? Paramount
Andy Richter Control The Universe The Complete Series Stepping out of his sidekick role on Late
Night With Conan O'brien, Andy Richter moved off the couch and into an office chair as a hapless corporate copywriter in this short-lived sitcom. While his days may have been spent producing lifeless
prose for instructional manuals, Andy's overactive imagination--and aspirations to be a short-story
writer--relieved the tedium of his day job and added a surreal overlay to the workplace comedy.
Supporting players included Andy's self-involved supervisor, Jessica Green (Paget Brewster), the office
pretty-boy, Keith (James Patrick Stuart), and his undead boss, Mr. Pickering (John Bliss). Disc 1
includes the following episodes: "Pilot," "Grief Counselor," "Little Andy In Charge," "Second
Episode," "Gimme A C" and "Wedding." Additional Actors: Rick Hoffman, Jonathan Tipton Meyers,
Jordan Moseley, April Audia. Disc 2 includes the following episodes: "We're All The Same, Only
Different," "Twins," "France," "Holy Sheep," "Relationship Ripcord," "The Show Might Go On,"
"Crazy in Rio" and "The Maid Man." Additional Actors: Dawnn Lewis, Patricia Belcher, Mark Chaet,
Stefan Marks. Disc 3 includes the following episodes: "Bully the Kid," "Duh Dog," "Final Fantasy,"
"Saturday Early Evening Fever" and "Charity Begins In D Block." Additional Actors: John Douglas
Williams, Cory Parravano, Marilu Henner, Victoria Fischer. Paramount
Master of the Game At her 90th birthday celebration, matriarch Kate Blackwell (Dyan Cannon) recalls
the epic story of her family, who rose to wealth and power in the South African diamond trade, thanks
to the enterprising efforts of her Scottish father, Jamie McGregor (Ian Charleson). Co-starring Donald
Pleasence as Jamie's rival and Harry Hamlin as Kate's weak-willed son, this lavish miniseries based on
Sidney Sheldon's best-seller was shot on location in Africa. Paramount
From The Top At Canergie Hall Season 2 This DVD offers an intimate, and often funny, glimpse at
the lives of young musicians who pursue life with passion, dedication and joy. Hosted by concert
pianist Christopher O'Riley, the program captures the excitement of their Carnegie Hall debut. Based
on the popular NPR radio program, the TV series take viewers backstage and back home. You'll see a
family bathroom double as the most acoustically pleasing rehearsal space in a young violist's home;
meet a trumpet player who performs in a Manhattan jazz club frequented by the likes of Tony Bennett;
and visit with a spirited young marimba player who explains that rhythm exists not only on the performance stage but all around him, even as he does his chores. WGBH Boston
The Story of India For over two millennia, India has been at the center of world history. In this landmark series, historian and acclaimed writer Michael Wood embarks on a dazzling and exciting expedition through today's India, looking to the present for clues to her past, and to the past for clues to her
future. The journey takes the viewer through majestic landscapes and reveals some of the greatest monuments and artistic treasures on Earth. From Buddhism to Bollywood, from mathematics to outsourcing, Michael Wood discovers India's impact on history and on us. PBS
I've Loved You So Long Kristin Scott Thomas stars as Juliette, a woman who moves in with her sister,
Léa (Elysa Zylberstein), after 15 years in prison. Léa's husband, Luc (Serge Hazanavicius), is not comfortable with Juliette's sudden appearance or her developing relationship with his and Léa's two young
adopted Vietnamese children, P'tit Lys (Lise Ségur) and Emélia (Lily-Rose). Meanwhile, Léa's friend
and coworker, Michel (Laurent Grevill), takes quite a liking to Juliette, as does her playful parole officer (Frédéric PIerrot), but Juliette is hesitant to make any new friends--she's harboring a secret that is
tearing her apart. She does, however, find a kindred spirit in Luc's father, Papy Paul (Jean-Claude
Arnaud), who has suffered a stroke and can no longer talk but still manages to communicate in unique
and clever ways. Claudel allows the complex story to come together at a slow and steady pace, its
power building to a tearjerking conclusion. Sony
Fractals Hunting The Hidden Dimension Determined to understand the repeating patterns he was
finding in nature, French mathematician Benoit Mandelbrot used an early form of computer imagery to
produce his own versions, coining the recurring shapes fractals. This installment of the PBS series
"Nova" examines the rules of these self-similar patterns and explores the ways these fascinating geometric configurations can be applied in the fields of science, medicine and the arts. Nova
Jag Season 8 delves into the world of military justice with a stirring blend of action and drama.
Created by TV stalwart Donald Bellisario, the series follows JAG (Judge Advocate General) officer
Harmon "Harm" Rabb (David James Elliott) and his prim partner, Marine Lt. Colonel Sarah "Mac"
Mackenzie (Catherine Bell), as they investigate and prosecute military crimes within the Marine Corps
and Navy. Assisting the often-clashing pair is lawyer Lt. Bud Roberts (Patrick Labyorteaux) who, at
the start of season eight, is fighting for his life after being critically wounded in season seven's
cliffhanger. Navy Cmdr. Harmon "Harm" Rabb (David James Elliott) and Marine Lt. Col. Sarah "Mac"
MacKenzie (Catherine Bell) continue working together to investigate and litigate military crimes. In
the eighth season of the popular series, Bud's (Patrick Labyorteaux) life hangs in the balance after his
leg is blown off by a land mine. Meanwhile, Mac and Harm defend a Marine corporal charged with
desertion who's become a hero in the Israeli army. Disc 1 udes the following episodes: "Critical
Condition: Part 2," "The Promised Land," "Family Business," "Dangerous Game" and "In Thin Air."
Additional Actors: Sam Feuer, Peter Pergelides, Dutch Gordon, Lauri Johnson. Disc 2 includes the following episodes: "Offensive Action," "Need To Know," "Ready Or Not," "When The Bough Breaks"
and "The Killer." Additional Actors: Craig Kirkwood, Burgess Jenkins, Crystal Carson, Brian Stepanek.
Disc 3 includes the following episodes: "All Ye Faithful," "Complications," "Standards of Conduct,"
"Each Of Us Angels" and "Friendly Fire." Additional Actors: Kevin Daniels, Joey Naber, Mike
Batayeh, Bruce French. Disc 4 includes the following episodes: "Heart And Soul," "Empty Quiver,"
"Fortunate Son," "Second Acts" and "Ice Queen: Part 1." Additional Actors: Matt Farnsworth, Steve
O'Connor, Kevin Richardson, Greg Travis. Disc 5 includes the following episodes: "Meltdown: Part 2,"
"Lawyers, Guns & Money," "Pas De Deux" and "A Tangled Web: Part 1." Additional Actors: Marco
Rodriguez, David Ackert, Louis Aguirre, Alex Dodd. Paramount/CBS
Thomas & Friends High Speed Adventures Ride along with Thomas the Tank Engine and his locomotive pals for six exciting adventures on the Island of Sodor in this collection of episodes from the popular children's series. Watch as Thomas saves the waterworks, takes on a daring challenge and learns a
valuable lesson when he has to share his workload. Now rendered in computer-generated imagery,
these animated adventures teach kids about the importance of teamwork. Lionsgate
Frances Bedtime for Frances Join lovable Frances the badger as she tries to postpone her bedtime and
sets off on fun adventures with her sister, Gloria, and best friend, Albert, in this collection of episodes
from the popular animated children's series. The classic stories of Russell and Lillian Hoban come to
life in vivid computer-generated imagery, as Frances makes every day exciting and fun with her cheerful spirit and catchy songs. Lionsgate
The Other End of the Line A charming comedy about global love connections. As the film opens we
meet Granger Woodruff, an advertising hotshot desperate to win over a demanding new client (Larry
Miller). Halfway around the world, someone else is taking an active interest in Granger: Priya Sethi, an
India-based service rep for one of Granger's credit cards. When Priya--pretending to be San Franciscan
"Jennifer David" contacts Granger about fraudulent charges, they strike up a casual flirtation that causes both to question their respective romantic prospects: he, a diva-like girlfriend (Sara Foster); she, an
arranged marriage to a mama's boy of a suitor. Priya impulsively accepts Granger's invitation to meet
her in San Francisco, where she accidentally meets him not as her alter ego but as her idealistic self.
But with Priya's traditionalist family and Granger's domineering girlfriend in hot pursuit, it isn't long
before the two are forced to confront their true identities and intentions. And as the cultural divide
widens between them, Priya and Granger must find the courage to build a bridge across the hurdles to
their budding relationship. With its appealing leads and amusing supporting cast, The Other End Of
The Line is a sweet-natured romantic fantasy that poses real questions about how love and truth can
bring individuals and cultures together in today's world. Fox

